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Optimization of the objective drought CP 
Classification 

 
 
 
 

1 Introduction 

 
Extremes in hydrological and meteorological sciences have attained much attention in 

recent times. Climate change and global warming phenomena have made the study of 

climate extremes one of the most debated topics in hydrological sciences. The two 

components of extremes in hydrological and meteorological sciences are floods and 

droughts. While floods have been extensively studied for its characteristics, recurrence 

intervals and effects on human life and property, droughts are considered by many to be 

the most complex and least understood compatriot of extremes (Hagman, 1984). 

Additionally while floods are associated with certain meteorological and hydrological 

situations (frequent heavy rainfall, antecedent conditions, glacial melt) to which 

approximate degree of certainty could be ascribed, droughts are associated with conditions 

which are difficult to predict. Time scales involved in the two extremes are also very 

different in that the floods could occur because of few hours of consistent heavy rainfall 

and pass through certain area within hours; droughts on the other hand are characterized by 

slow onset and unclear end. Thus bringing with them the impacts which are spread over 

larger geographical areas. 

 

WP5.4 in RT5 of ENSEMBLES was directed towards evaluation of extreme events in 

observational and Regional Climate model (RCM) gridded datasets. IWS-STU was part of 

RT5, assigned with the responsibility of identification of circulation patterns associated 

with extreme hydrological and meteorological situations. This deliverable (D5.36) 

describes the methodology employed to classify circulation patterns (CPs) such that 

occurrence of extreme events could be efficiently captured while deliverable D5.37 pens 

down the validation of identified critical CPs in observational and RCM gridded data set 

for German part of Rhine basin.  
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CP classification can be performed in different ways depending upon the end objective of 

classification. IWS-STU employs fuzzy rule based classification system for identification 

of critical CPs. Fuzzy rule based classification system is objective classification system 

where unlike subjective classification no expert knowledge is required for actual 

classification rather an automated system is developed whereby Fuzzy rules for 

classification are optimized for specified objective. This methodology has been used in 

different research works for totally different objectives. For example in EU project 

STARDEX, Statistical and Regional dynamical Downscaling of Extremes for European 

regions (Contract no: EVK2-CT-2001-00115), CPs were classified for precipitation 

extremes using discharge differences on 1 day lag as predictant. In ACCORD, 

Atmospheric circulation classification and regional downscaling EU project (Contract no: 

ENV4-CT97-0530) on the other hand classification was performed keeping in account the 

surface precipitation and temperature. In this task the idea is further developed to achieve a 

classification system of CPs such that not only extreme conditions of floods could be 

explained but also droughts could be captured. 

 

 

2 Data 

 
Discharge data at two locations of two rivers in Baden Württemberg, Germany has been 

used as predictant for fuzzy rule optimization. The two locations of river Rhine (at Maxau) 

and Neckar (at Plochingen) used for discharge are shown in figure 1. The figure also shows 

the topography of the region. 

The catchment area of the upper Neckar at Plochingen is 3995 km2. The climate is 

temperate and humid with an annual mean temperature of 8.7 °C and a mean annual 

precipitation of 870 mm. Precipitation shows a weak annual cycle. Due to the marked 

annual cycle of radiation and temperature discharge has strong annual cycle with maxima 

around February and minima in September-October. 

The Rhine at Maxau has a catchment area of 50196 km2, most of which is upstream the 

Lake Constance in Switzerland. Flows from the Black Forrest also contribute to the 

discharge and are responsible for quick increases. These increases are different from those 

slow and long lasting increases caused by floods in the Swiss part of the catchment. 
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Daily mean sea level pressure (MSLP) from National Center for Atmospheric Research 

(NCAR), National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and European Centre for 

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) has been used as large scale predictor in 

different cases. Daily precipitation data for Baden Württemberg at 294 stations (observed 

precipitation) and ENSEMBLES RT5 provided daily precipitation over 172 grid points for 

German part of Rhine basin (observed precipitation over a large number of precipitation 

stations in Europe interpolated to regular 0.25° grid, ENSEMBLES WP5.1, (Haylock et.al, 

2008)  has been used for validation of optimized fuzzy based rules. 

 

3 Methodology 

3.1 Fuzzy rule based classification 
 
Fuzzy rule based classification system for atmospheric circulation patterns is detailed in 

Bardossy (1995). As it is an objective classification system, the fuzzy rules are not 

identified by experts but are optimized using simulated annealing algorithm. The 

optimization procedure is detailed in Bardossy et al. (2002). The advantage of the objective 

classification is that not only the procedure is highly flexible it also gives choice of 

formulating different objective functions to achieve variable specific classification. Each 

CP is defined through a fuzzy rule. Fuzzy rules are based on the normalized anomalies of 

MSLP and are divided in four classes: 

 

1) Large positive 

2) Medium positive 

3) Medium negative 

4) Large negative 

5) Undefined 

 

For a certain CP, above five classes specify locations of different pressure centres. The 

fifth class specify location where pressure anomaly is irrelevant for the CP. For each CP a 

rule is defined specifying location and the intensity of MSLP anomaly. Arbitrary number 

of rules are defined and after classification and with the help of different information 

measures the number of rules are fixed.  
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The classification of MSLP anomaly field for a certain day t is performed as follows: 

 

1) Conversion of MSLP values to anomalies 

2) Calculation of degree of fulfilment for each rule as: 
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Where DOF (k,t) is the calculated degree of fulfilment for rule k and day t, Nk,m 

is the number of grid points assigned to class m in rule k. m is the membership 

function of the anomalies corresponding to different anomaly classes, while an 

exponent pm is used for accounting for possible small differences in the exact 

location of the anomalies. 

3) Selection of rule with highest degree of fulfilment and the corresponding index of 

rule as CP of the day  

3.2 Objective Functions 
 

The worthiness of certain classification system can be found using different 

information/performance measures. Keeping in mind the objective of having a 

classification system that represent extreme hydrological situation well, an objective 

function based on small discharge differences/changes has been introduced.  

 

Given the nature of discharge, it can not be directly related with atmospheric circulation. 

River discharge on a selected day is the result of different processes - baseflow 

corresponding to groundwater, interflow and surface runoff caused by precipitation of 

previous times (Bardossy 2009). Precipitation on the other hand can be directly linked to 

certain atmospheric circulation. Discharge for certain catchment A at time t can be written 

as a function of precipitation P falling at certain location x of catchment A and on time τ as: 

 

)1()),(()(   


tKQdxdxPhtQ
t

tt A

    (2) 

 

Where h is rainfall runoff transformation process and K caters for the memory of discharge 

process and is constant (usually equal to 1). This formulation is particularly true if we 
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consider the drought (dry) situation when precipitation is zero, in which case the integral of 

h(P(x,τ)) is close to zero as well. The difference of discharge from the previous day can be 

written as: 
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If a time series of dQ is plotted then in case of high precipitation and resulting change in 

discharge, the values are larger followed by sharp decrease over time. Most of the time 

series would be consisting of small values showing a kind of equilibrium in the natural 

flow of a river. The two discharge difference series are shown in Fig.2. Reaction to high 

precipitation and discharge would be unique for each catchment given the independent 

properties of the catchment in terms of land use, topography and actual state. So given an 

identical storm event, two catchments would give two different d(Q) time series. In case of 

dry situation on the other hand, the reaction would be same as no or small change of 

discharge for two different catchments would show similarly when plotted as a time series. 

 

From time series of discharge differences one can obtain an indicator series for dry state of 

the atmosphere which can later be coupled with atmospheric circulation. For indictor series 

the following methodology is applied: 
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Here F is the probability distribution function of the discharge differences. The limits of 

equilibrium state of catchment is captured by the values 0 < pmin < pmax < 1.  

 

pmin and pmax are selected such that no flood event are included. Further, any non natural 

changes in the discharge difference indicator series should remain in the interval [F-1 

(pmin),F
-1(pmax)]. The limits for pmin and pmax are chosen as 0.25 and 0.75 respectively. 

 

Once the indicator series is achieved for selected number of discharge series, the 

classification of circulation patterns is performed. The overall quality of classification is 
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measured by using the objective function: 
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Where qIjα is the probability that I=1 for certain circulation pattern α at certain location j .T 

is the total number of days used in classification process. If hα is the frequency of 

circulation pattern α then the objective function can also be written as: 
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Maximizing the above objective function would mean that if over all locations considered 

in the classification process, certain CP α makes considerable distinction between 

substantial and insubstantial discharge difference then it should contribute more to the 

objective function.  

3.3 Classification quality 
 

The objective function in Eq. 6 is defined on discharge differences. The classification 

would do better if it distinguishes between normal and extreme days once it is subjected to 

precipitation data. Certain information measures would be needed to help in determining 

the worth of classification system upon precipitation subjection. For precipitation amounts 

different thresholds 0 < z0 0 < zi  ….< zk can be selected. For each circulation pattern α and 

each location x the probability of the precipitation not exceeding zi(x) on days with 

circulation pattern α is denoted as pα,i (x).The probability of not exceeding zi(x) calculated 

over all days is pi (x) .The quality measure with respect to zi is defined as:  

 


 )))()(( 2
,)( xpxphI iixpi

    (7) 

 

This information measure would give larger values as the difference between circulation 

pattern conditioned probability and unconditioned probability gets larger. 

 

Another measure based upon mean precipitation amounts is also introduced. If )(xz  is 

mean daily precipitation amount for certain location x conditioned to CP α and )(xz  is the 

same amount without any CP then the ratio of these two would be an indicator for relative 

wetness of a pattern referred to as wetness index.  
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)(xw  greater than 1 would identify wet conditions while less than 1 would identify dry 

conditions. Overall performance of the classification process can be calculated with the 

help of the following two information measures. 
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Information measure in Eq. 9 emphasize difference from the conditional mean for the wet 

conditions while Eq. 10 calculates the same for dry conditions. 

 

 

 

4 Application and Results 

 

The above methodology was applied for the state of Baden-Württemberg in South-West 

Germany. Figure 1 shows the topography of the region together with the selected river 

gauges. For classification discharge measured at two locations - Rhine at Maxau and the 

Neckar at Plochingen were selected. The time series of the discharge differences dQ(t) for 

the two gauges are shown in figure 2. The limits corresponding to the 25% and 75 % value 

of the distributions are marked with the two horizontal lines. One can see that the two 

gauges have quite a similar behaviour. The number of days falling within the limits for 

both locations is very high - which indicates that both rivers are simultaneously in a quasi 

equilibrium state. NCAR daily MSLP was used for classification and different number of 

CPs (from 2 to 30) were assessed for time period 1979-1988.  
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Figure 1.Topographic map of Baden-Württemberg, Germany. Black dots are precipitation 

stations, red dots are two river gauges of Maxau (Rhine) and Plochingen (Neckar)  
 

 
Figure 2. Daily discharge differences along with 25%-75% lines (red) for Plochingen 

(Neckar) and Maxau (Rhine) for year 2006 (Plochingen in upper panel) 
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Once optimization was made, the quality of the classification was judged by using 294 

precipitation stations (Figure 1.) in the state of Baden-Württemberg with daily precipitation 

data and an observation period of 1958-2000. Previously described quality measures in 

Eq’s 7-10 were calculated for different precipitation threshold values (z1=0 mm, z2=1 mm, 

z3 =5 mm and z4=10 mm), while Z1P and Z2P were calculated for each precipitation station 

in order to compare the different classification results. Subsequently sum of each of these 

measures was calculated using all available measurement stations as an overall 

performance measure. Two of the calculated quality measures are shown in Figure. 3 

where mean of IP3 and Z1P are plotted for different number of patterns investigated. Due to 

the partly heuristic nature of the classification the curve shows some random fluctuations. 

However it can be noted that both quality measures increase with increasing number of 

patterns until about 17 CPs and slightly decrease afterwards. Note that the patterns were 

optimized using 10 years of discharge related indicators thus the evaluation can be 

regarded as more or less an independent validation. 
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Figure 3. Quality measures IP3 and Z1P for different numbers of CP patterns 
 

 

Based on calculated quality measures, optimized rules for 17 CPs were finally selected and 

applied on daily precipitation data for German part of Rhine basin. Daily gridded data set 

made available by RT5 of ENSEMBLES (Haylock et al., 2008) was used. The location of 

selected grid points is shown in Figure 4. Daily gridded precipitation data is available on 

0.5° and 0.25° grid. 172 grid points were selected based on 0.25° grid resolution. For 

classification purposes both NCEP Reanalysis and ERA 40 MSLP with 2.5° grid resolution 
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were initially used for spatial window 35°N-65°N, 15°W-40°E. Once classification was 

performed and comparison made, not much differences were found between the two 

classifications in terms of wettest and driest CPs. ECMWF’s ERA40 MSLP was finally 

chosen to be used in further analysis. ERA40 daily MSLP is available from 1958-2001 

while NCEP reanalysis MSLP spans from 1957-2008. In some cases when longer CP 

classification time series was needed, NCEP MSLP has also been used. Validation period 

for CP classification for observational gridded precipitation is 1961-1991. 

 

 

Figure 4. Selected 172 grid points (25 x 25 km grid) for the German part of Rhine basin 
 

Figure 5 displays CP statistics for all CPs for one randomly selected grid point. CP03 is the 

wettest CP followed by CP04, CP06 and CP17 in winter while the same CPs are wet in 

summer half year except that CP09 (wet in winter as well) also appears as one of the more 

wetter CP. CP02, CP08, CP10, CP11, CP12 and CP13 are the driest CPs both in winter and 

summer. The occurrence frequencies of individual CPs are also shown in Figure 5. Dry 

CP’s frequencies remain more or less the same in both seasons while wet CPs behaviour is 

not very clear. While for most wet CP the frequency in winter is more than in summer, for 

other wet CPs the frequencies tend to increase in summer. The frequencies of the 

combined wet and dry CPs are plotted in Figure 6 where the gradual increase in dry CP 

frequency can be seen even for the comparatively shorter time period of 30 years. These 

frequencies would later be compared with the frequencies achieved in RCM control runs in 

deliverable 5.37. 
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Winter CP-statistics for RT5 gridded obsr. dataset (ERA40-MSLP) 
(1961-1991)
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Summer CP-statistics for RT5 gridded obsr. dataset (ERA40-MSLP) 
(1961-1991)
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Figure 5. CP wetness indices (WI) and occurrence frequencies of all CPs for winter (Nov. 

– April) and summer (May – Oct.) half year. 
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Figure 6. Frequencies of combined wet and dry CPs over 1961-1991. 
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Mean sea level pressure anomaly maps of all the CPs are shown in Figure 7 which 

corresponds quite well to wet and dry CP classification based on the wetness index. As 

explained earlier wetness index is the ratio of CP conditioned mean daily precipitation 

amount to unconditioned mean daily precipitation. Any value larger than 1 would indicate 

a wet CP and values less than 1 would indicate a dry CP. The wettest CP for winter half 

year for a randomly selected grid point in the region and shown in Figure 5 is more than 3 

times wetter than the driest CP. Which point to the heterogeneity between different 

classified CPs. Average CP statistics over all the stations are tabulated in Table 1 

indicating that over all grid points, wet CPs remain wet and dry remain dry indicating 

homogeneity among the same CP classes. 
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Figure 7: Mean sea level pressure 
(MSLP) Anomalies of all 17 CPs based 
on ECMWF ERA-40 data from 1958 - 

2001 
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Figure 7…Continued from previous page 
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Figure 7…Continued from previous page 

 

 Winter     Summer   

CP Freq(%) WI(-)  Freq(%) WI(-) 
01 5.0 0.559  6.0 0.659 
02 6.2 0.101  5.8 0.147 
03 8.8 2.981  6.2 2.526 
04 6.4 2.259  5.4 1.680 
05 9.6 0.982  10.3 0.990 
06 3.6 1.449  4.4 1.207 
07 5.4 0.431  5.9 0.523 
08 4.7 0.228  4.6 0.218 
09 8.2 1.148  7.1 1.755 
10 3.1 0.334  4.7 0.282 
11 7.4 0.216  5.8 0.314 
12 8.3 0.317  8.5 0.424 
13 6.0 0.611  5.7 0.308 
14 4.3 0.468  4.2 0.726 
15 2.0 0.948  3.1 1.231 
16 3.3 0.999  4.2 1.782 
17 5.7 1.650  6.2 2.066 

99 2.0 0.874  2.1 1.382 

 

Table1. Wetness indices (WI) and occurrence frequencies averaged over all 172 grid points 
of Rhine basin for winter (Nov.-April) and summer (May – Oct.) half year (CP99 is 

unclassified CP). 
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Figure 8 displays precipitation distribution for wettest and driest selected CPs for winter 

and summer half year for a randomly selected grid point in the study area. It can be seen 

that the precipitation distribution conditioned to CPs are markedly different and 

emphasizes the ‘criticalness’. Table 2 shows the classified daily CPs for months June-

August for year 1976 and 1991. Especially the summer of 1976 was associated with an 

historical drought and low flows in the southern Germany. Identified dry CPs are 

predominantly active in these two periods. 
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obsr.(1961-1991)  wettest and driest CP's and associated summer precp. 
distributions
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Figure 8. Wettest and driest CP’s precipitation distribution for winter and summer half year 
for randomly selected grid point. 
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Date 
1976 
CPs 

1991 
CPs 

01.06.  CP04  CP08 
02.06.  CP05  CP17 
03.06.  CP05  CP03 
04.06.  CP02  CP06 
05.06.  CP11  CP03 
06.06.  CP13  CP09 
07.06.  CP02  CP03 
08.06.  CP12  CP06 
09.06.  CP14  CP04 
10.06.  CP01  CP13 
11.06.  CP07  CP06 
12.06.  CP13  CP06 
13.06.  CP10  CP01 
14.06.  CP13  CP01 
15.06.  CP01  CP09 
16.06.  CP07  CP09 
17.06.  CP10  CP05 
18.06.  CP01  CP04 
19.06.  CP15  CP03 
20.06.  CP01  CP13 
21.06.  CP08  CP15 
22.06.  CP08  CP14 
23.06.  CP02  CP04 
24.06.  CP02  CP13 
25.06.  CP07  CP03 
26.06.  CP07  CP17 
27.06.  CP11  CP05 
28.06.  CP02  CP05 
29.06.  CP07  CP13 
30.06.  CP07  CP11 
01.07.  CP07  CP07 
02.07.  CP12  CP12 
03.07.  CP12  CP12 
04.07.  CP06  CP12 
05.07.  CP12  CP12 
06.07.  CP12  CP12 
07.07.  CP12  CP06 
08.07.  CP17  CP01 
09.07.  CP14  CP02 
10.07.  CP14  CP14 
11.07.  CP12  CP01 
12.07.  CP16  CP04 
13.07.  CP16  CP05 
14.07.  CP14  CP05 
15.07.  CP06  CP10 
16.07.  CP01  CP05 

17.07.  CP06  CP05 
18.07.  CP06  CP06 
19.07.  CP01  CP10 
20.07.  CP04  CP10 
21.07.  CP09  CP02 
22.07.  CP05  CP14 
23.07.  CP05  CP17 
24.07.  CP05  CP17 
25.07.  CP11  CP05 
26.07.  CP11  CP11 
27.07.  CP05  CP12 
28.07.  CP05  CP12 
29.07.  CP10  CP12 
30.07.  CP06  CP16 
31.07.  CP09  CP03 
01.08.  CP05  CP05 
02.08.  CP13  CP05 
03.08.  CP13  CP05 
04.08.  CP10  CP02 
05.08.  CP11  CP13 
06.08.  CP11  CP01 
07.08.  CP08  CP05 
08.08.  CP07  CP10 
09.08.  CP99  CP13 
10.08.  CP99  CP01 
11.08.  CP99  CP04 
12.08.  CP06  CP10 
13.08.  CP07  CP02 
14.08.  CP07  CP11 
15.08.  CP07  CP05 
16.08.  CP12  CP15 
17.08.  CP05  CP10 
18.08.  CP08  CP10 
19.08.  CP07  CP13 
20.08.  CP07  CP13 
21.08.  CP12  CP12 
22.08.  CP12  CP01 
23.08.  CP12  CP08 
24.08.  CP07  CP02 
25.08.  CP07  CP12 
26.08.  CP07  CP12 
27.08.  CP16  CP12 
28.08.  CP07  CP12 
29.08.  CP12  CP12 
30.08.  CP04  CP12 

31.08.  CP03  CP06 

 

 

Table 2. Dry CPs in historical dry period of June-August for year 1976 and 1991 
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In order to investigate the spatial relationship between CPs and daily precipitation the 

wetness indices were calculated for each CP and grid point and interpolated using external 

drift kriging (Ahmed & de Marsily, 1987). The topographic elevation was used as external 

drift and calculations were carried out for the winter and summer half years separately. The 

results for winter are shown in Figure 9 while Figure 10 displays the same for summer.  

 

It can be seen that regardless of the season, dry CPs remain dry while wet CPs remain wet. 

Additionally dry CPs show more spatial homogeneity than wet CPs mainly because of the 

physical nature of two phenomena. High pressure anomalies usually are more widely 

spread with mild gradients and effect larger areas as compared to low pressures which are 

localized and have steep gradients.  
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Figure 9. Wetness indices for winter 
(Nov.-April) for all 17 CPs and 172 grid 
cells (25 x 25 km) of the German Rhine 

basin 
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Figure 9…Continued from previous page 
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Figure 9…Continued from previous page 
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5 Discussion & Conclusions 

 

Fuzzy rule based circulation patterns classification methodology has been used for daily 

low discharge differences as local scale predictant at two river gauges in southern 

Germany. Daily mean sea level pressure was used as large scale predictor. The aim of the 

methodology was to obtain an efficient CP classification system which is better for both 

extremes of floods and droughts. Time series of daily low flow discharges (discharge 

differences) was selected so that fuzzy rules could be efficiently optimized using simulated 

annealing algorithm used in the optimization process. Comparing with daily precipitation 

time series, low discharges time series has less chaotic fluctuations in peaks which makes 

it more conducive for optimization for certain objective function by automated 

optimization routine such as simulated annealing. The optimized fuzzy classification rules, 

once applied to daily independent precipitation time series, gave promising results as both 

the hydrological extremes were captured. Precipitation application also served as an 

independent validation for discharge based classification. 

 

Precipitation based CP statistics were presented in terms of wetness indices, occurrence 

frequencies and CP conditioned precipitation distributions for each season. Spatial 

distribution of wetness indices over the study area was also presented for each CP and 

season. The results seem to be especially promising for drought situation as identified 

critical drought CPs dominate historical drought situations in the study area. Additionally, 

identified critical dry CPs seem to be more homogenous in their character than wet CPs. 

Identified critical dry CPs remain equally dry regardless of the season while some wet CPs 

differ considerably in their wetness from season to season. For example CP04 is wetter 

(34%) in winter than it is in summer and reverse is true for CP17 (25% wetter in summer). 

The maximum difference in dry CPs strength, among designated dry CPs in both seasons, 

is in CP11 where it is drier (45%) in winter than it is in summer. 
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6 Future work 

 
Deliverable 5.37 would encompass the results of application of CP classification presented 

here, to different Regional climate model’s generated data. HadRM3(developed by Hadley 

centre for Climate prediction and research, Met office UK),RACMO2 (developed by the 

Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute, KNMI) and REMO (developed by Max-

Planck-Institute für Meteorologie, MPI) would be considered for control runs and transient 

runs with A1B scenario. The same region would be investigated for critical CPs and 

comment would be made regarding the behaviour of critical CPs in future scenarios and 

how/if they are different in different RCM model. 
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